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Introductory remark 
This report is based on a web survey concerning public’s behavioural responses to cyanobacterial 

blooms and benefits of improved information about their extension. The survey was conducted by Linus 

Hasselström and Tore Söderqvist at Enveco in 2012 as a part of the research project Managing Baltic 

Nutrients in relation to cyanobacterial blooms: What Should we aim for?, funded by the Swedish 

Research Council for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning (Formas). Hasselström 

and Söderqvist give in the report Public's behavioural responses to cyanobacterial blooms in Sweden - 

Descriptive Statistics an overview of the results from the survey. In this report I analyse the data further. 

 

I would like to thank Tore Söderqvist and Linus Hasselström for guidance through the work with this 

report as well as my supervisor Mikael Lönn at Södertörn University for assistance and statistical 

support. 

  



 

Abstract 
Eutrophication caused by nutrient loads from human activities is considered as one of the most serious 

environmental threats to the Baltic Sea. Due to climate change, cyanobacterial blooms are expected to 

increase in the future. This could affect people’s utility of beach recreation negatively in countries 

surrounding the Baltic. Based on a web survey carried out in south-eastern Sweden, public’s reactions 

and attitudes to cyanobacterial blooms are analysed. Possible economic impact on Gotland of more 

widespread blooms are estimated, and public demand for better information is evaluated. The result 

shows that 30% of the respondents from south-eastern Sweden would consider cancelling their plans of 

travelling to Gotland with knowledge about forthcoming algal blooms around the island. Determinants 

of tourists’ tendency to cancel their travel arrangements are earlier negative experiences of algal blooms 

and concerns regarding their pets’ bathing. The annual local economic loss for Gotland’s tourism 

industry is estimated to between 15 and 221 million SEK. The median willingness to pay for a mobile 

application which provides one-day forecasts of algal blooms is 25 SEK on Gotland and 20 SEK in 

southeastern Sweden. Boat owners, people who visit beaches often and those who travel to Gotland 

frequently, are more likely to pay for the mobile application. People who think algal blooms are natural 

show less demand for information. 
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1 Introduction 
Nutrient enrichment is considered as one of the most serious threats to the marine ecosystem of the 

Baltic Sea. Eutrophication causes increased primary production with seasonal algal blooms, which can 

lead to hypoxia, decreased water transparency and decreased biodiversity. Moreover, algal blooms affect 

human health, the aesthetic value and the recreational use of the water. According to Ahtiainen et al. 

(2013), the public in general are concerned with the marine environment of the Baltic Sea. A majority of 

the residents of the littoral countries spend leisure time on the beach, swimming or recreation (Ahtiainen 

et al. 2013).  A contingent valuation study examines public willingness to pay for reducing 

eutrophication in the Baltic Sea (Ahtiainen et al. 2014a). Personal experiences of eutrophication is one 

of the factors associated with higher willingness to pay for reducing it. However, no study has so far 

investigated the reason why people perceive algal blooms as troublesome. The aim of this study is to 

understand the connection between the Baltic ecosystem and recreational use through further 

investigation: why and in what way are people affected negatively by algal blooms? Are certain groups 

particularly vulnerable when it comes to algal blooms and beach recreation? Additionally, potential 

public reactions connected to algal blooms are examined, as well as economic impact on a popular 

tourist area in the Baltic Sea. 

 

Ideally, eutrophication should be limited if negative effects of algal blooms should be reduced. 

However, a reduction of nutrient loads in the Baltic Sea is a long term project, and due to global 

warming more widespread algal blooms are expected (Huisman and Paerl 2009). Since reduction of 

eutrophication is a complicated task, new ways of limiting the negative impact of the eutrophication are 

needed. At the moment, public information on algal blooms and impact on specific beaches appears to 

be inadequate. People might visit beaches unaware of algal blooms and meet with an unpleasant 

surprise. Since the beach is a place of recreation people might feel deprived of their well-being. Maybe 

people will not visit the beaches at all, because they think that there will be algal blooms there. 

Therefore, the study also aims to provide decision support to authorities with the capacity to supply the 

public with information about when and where there will be algal blooms. The result is divided in two 

parts - one concerning public reactions to algal blooms and one concerning public demand for 

information. 
 

The questions to be answered in chapter 4 Algal blooms and recreation are as follows:  

 How would the public react to more frequent algal blooms on the Swedish island of Gotland? 

What factors influence tourists to avoid Gotland? 

 How would Gotland’s economy be affected by the public’s avoidance of the island due to more 

frequent algal blooms? 
 

The questions to be answered in chapter 5 Algal blooms and information are as follows: 

 Is there a public need for information about the extension of cyanobacterial blooms? What 

determines their interest in getting access to information? 

 What factors influence whether or not people are willing to pay for a mobile application that 

provides information about where and when there will be algal blooms? What makes some 

respondents pay more than others? 

 What is the public willingness to pay for this mobile application? 
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2 Theoretical framework and recent research 
The Baltic Sea has during the last century been exposed to increased nutrient loads (Savchuk 2008). 

Phosphorus and nitrogen from agriculture, wastewater, industry and traffic has led to eutrophication 

with increased primary production. Eutrophication have had a significant impact on the marine 

ecosystem, such as anoxic bottoms, reduced biodiversity and regime shifts in the food web 

(BalticSTERN 2013). One of the naturally occurring groups of organisms in the Baltic Sea is 

cyanobacteria, also named blue-green algae. They benefit from eutrophication and their distribution has 

increased tenfold over the last century (Savchuk et al. 2008). Cyanobacteria contribute to additional 

eutrophication by nitrogen fixation (Funkey et al. 2014, 25). The most common types of cyanobacteria 

are toxic to humans and animals, and can lead to nausea, vomiting or fever if consumed (Bláha 2009). 

There is little harm for adults to swim in cyanobacterial blooms, though it could irritate the skin. Since 

the risk is high for children to drink the toxic water, it is advised for children to avoid bathing in algal 

blooms (Aneer et al. 2014, 14). Animals that drink a lot of algal covered water are at risk of becoming 

ill or dying. In the future, algal blooms are expected to become more widespread. Studies show that 

global warming could increase the growth rate, domination, persistence, activity and geographical 

distribution of harmful cyanobacteria (Huisman and Paerl 2009). The most affected area of the Baltic 

Sea is the Baltic Proper.  

 

The Baltic Sea is an important recreation area for residents of the littoral states. According to Ahtiainen 

et al. (2014b), people are concerned with the eutrophication of the Baltic Sea. They value all aspects of 

water quality, both long and short term. Citizens of the Baltic Sea countries are willing to pay up to 

3 800 million Euros annually to improve the water quality of the Baltic Sea until 2050 (Ahtiainen et al. 

2014a). Personal experiences of eutrophication is one of the factors associated with higher willingness 

to pay for reducing it. A cost-benefit analysis of mitigating eutrophication estimates the costs of the 

required measures, such as reducing nutrient loads from agriculture and wastewater treatment plants, to 

2 300 million Euros per year (BalticSTERN 2013). This means that the welfare gain of improving the 

water quality of the Baltic Sea could be about 1 500 million Euros per year. Since previous studies 

indicate that algal blooms have a negative impact on the public, this study investigate reasons why. This 

information can be of use to authorities who aims to support people affected of algal blooms.  

 

Today, the cyanobacterial blooms seem to have had no or little economic impact on the tourism industry 

around the Baltic Sea. According to Hasselström (2008), one reason may be that the current demand for 

beach resorts is greater than the supply. There are though strong indications that more widespread 

cyanobacterial blooms will have negative effects on beach tourism. The tourism of Gotland accounts for 

a large share of the local economy as one of the most tourism dependent counties in Sweden (Swedish 

Agency for Economic and Regional Growth 2014, 35). The island of Gotland is located in the area of 

Baltic Sea where cyanobacterial blooms are most severe. Therefore, there are reasons to evaluate the 

local economic impact caused by algal blooms and reduced visitor spending. 

 

During algal bloom season, some people search for information about the spread of cyanobacterial 

blooms. The information central of Baltic Proper (Infobaltic) and the Swedish meteorological and 

hydrological institute (SMHI) monitors cyanobacterial blooms and provide certain information to the 

public. However, the current measuring instruments cannot give detailed information about algal blooms 
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on beach-level. The satellite images provided have a low resolution and there are few monitoring 

stations collecting data (Vejlens 2011). Since people have no information on which beaches that are 

affected, they might encounter algal blooms and risk both their health and their pleasure of recreation. 

Therefore, a more advanced monitoring programme and predictions of algal blooms could mitigate the 

negative impact from the coastal environmental threats.  

 

According to Kasperson et al. (1988, 2003), amplification of risk occurs at two stages; through transfer 

of information and in the public’s responses to the information. Media might amplify the public’s 

concerns for the environmental hazard. The information volume and the magnitude of dramatization of 

the risk are two reinforcing factors. According to Vejlens (2011) and Hasselström (2008), this is 

something business owners on Gotland believe has happened. They argue that mass media magnifies the 

risk of algal blooms on beaches, and scares potential visitors. Media usually only inform the public by 

the time the blooms start, but rarely cover the end of the blooming. Moreover, media might get no 

information on unaffected beaches, because of the inadequate monitoring programmes. Therefore, 

public could get the impression that the whole island of Gotland is affected by cyanobacterial blooms, 

even if some beaches are unaffected. An improved information system on beach-level could make 

people take educated decisions regarding their exposure to algal blooms. However, some people who 

could benefit from the information about algal blooms might not be interested in getting access to it, 

since they do not worry about their exposure to them. According to Baron et al. (2000), worry is an 

important determinant of whether or not people will take action to protect themselves against harm. 

 

A project to collect and supply information on affected beaches was on-going between 2006 and 2010 

(County Administrative Board Gotland n.d.). People living or working around Gotland’s beaches were 

paid by the county administrative board to give daily reports about the algal situation during the 

summer. They estimated the algal situation and reported it according to a scale with four levels. The 

information was then distributed via local radio, by the county administration board and by Gotland 

tourist office through their website. Additionally, the county administrative board stored data for 

environmental monitoring. The project ended due to lack of funding (Vejlens 2011). Therefore, there are 

reasons to investigate other ways of providing the information.  

 

In this report, public willingness to pay (WTP) for a hypothetical mobile application is evaluated. The 

application would provide one-day forecasts of where and when there will be algal blooms at the 

beaches. The total willingness to pay for the mobile application will indicate some of the benefits of 

improved information, although it will not cover the whole demand because some people might prefer 

other ways of getting access to the information. Authorities and application developers could use the 

information on public willingness to pay in order to evaluate the public economical profitability of 

introducing an information system. Total willingness to pay equal marginal cost, is the condition for an 

efficient quantity of a public good. It can also be used to evaluate what would be an appropriate market 

price if the application will be provided as a private good.  
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3 Method 

 Original sample 

The study population consist of residents in the following Swedish counties: Stockholm, Södermanland, 

Östergötland, Kalmar, Gotland, Blekinge and Skåne1. These counties were chosen because they are 

facing the Baltic Proper – an area often affected by cyanobacterial blooms. Since parts of the 

questionnaire concerns Gotland specifically, two sample groups were used - one for Gotland and one for 

the remaining counties. The respondent group from the remaining counties is in this paper referred to as 

“Sweden except Gotland” or “mainlanders”. The ages of the respondents vary between 15 and 74. The 

study was made as a web survey with a nationally representative pre-recruited panel provided by the 

surveying company Norstat. The respondents did not receive any information about the survey before 

they clicked into the questionnaire. This method avoids a bias towards respondents with a particular 

interest in the issue. A pilot study was conducted with some free text questions that was later 

reformulated to fixed response questions. Taken together, the number of respondents in the pilot and the 

main study was 1029. The response rate in Gotland was 34 %, while it was 35 % in Sweden except 

Gotland.  

 Survey design 

Issues covered in the survey include the following: respondents’ connections to Gotland, how often they 

encounter cyanobacterial blooms, whether or not cyanobacterial blooms are perceived as a nuisance, 

reasons for perceiving them as a nuisance or not a nuisance, and respondents’ attitudes to cyanobacterial 

blooms. The questions concerned both beachside algal blooms and blooms at sea. In addition, questions 

were posed about the respondents' demand for information about cyanobacterial blooms, their 

preferences for length of projections and way of getting access to the information. Questions also 

concerned the respondents’ interest in a mobile application which supplies information about the 

extension of cyanobacterial blooms and their willingness to pay for the mobile application. Scenario 

questions were posed regarding whether or not the respondents would cancel a trip to Gotland if they 

had knowledge of coming algae blooms around the island during their stay. The corresponding question 

posed to the Gotland sample concerned whether or not the respondents would leave Gotland during 

algal blooms. The questionnaire as well as a summary of the data set are included as appendices (1 and 

2). 

 Statistical analysis 

The collected data is analysed by using the statistical software R 2.15.2 (R Core Team 2012). The 

dataset consists of continuous, binary and categorical variables. Linear models are used for continuous 

response variables, while generalized linear models with an expected binomial error are used for 

binomial response variables. The assumed Gaussian distribution of continuous variables is confirmed 

                                                 

 
1 For the case of Skåne, residents of the following municipalities in the southern and eastern parts of Skåne were included in 

the study population: Hässleholm, Osby, Östra Göinge, Hörby, Kristianstad, Bromölla, Sjöbo, Tomelilla, Simrishamn, Ystad, 

Trelleborg, Skurup and Vellinge. 
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through visual inspection of diagnostic plots. Since all plots appear reasonably normally distributed, 

only parametric models are used.  

 

Stepwise model simplifications are made from full models, containing all the possibly influencing 

variables. Firstly, an automatized gradual simplification based on Aikikes Information Criterion was 

made with function: stepAIC, R-package: MASS (Venables and Ripley 2015). The resulting model was 

further manually simplified by excluding non-significant variables from the model (function: drop1, 

Chisq). Significant values for all the remaining terms in the final model were obtained from ANOVA 

type II analyses, which tests the significance of each variable when the effect of all other variables in the 

model is removed. The variables in all models are significant at the *** 0.1%, ** 1% and * 5% levels. 

The candidate variables are selected based on assumptions of which are most likely to affect the 

response variable. The candidates are grouped and used in similar ways for different analyses.  

 

The sample size of Gotland was smaller than the Sweden except Gotland sample. In order to obtain 

increased generalizability the pilot study data are included in the Gotland sample. However, some of the 

questions posed in the pilot study had free text answers, while they had been converted to fixed response 

questions in the main study. Respondents might have a tendency to fill in less information if they have 

to write themselves than if there are response questions. Therefore, a comparison between Gotland and 

Sweden except Gotland will be misleading. 

 

In this report, not all of the collected web survey data is analyzed. Responses concerning cyanobacterial 

blooms at sea are excluded, since near shore algal blooms are more likely to have an impact on the 

public. It is possible to further analyse the data focusing on responses to algal blooms at sea as well as 

the Gotlanders’ responses, different ways of getting access to information, preferences for length of 

forecasting, etc. 
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4 Algal blooms and recreation 

 Samples 

The number of observations used in the analyses, mean age of the respondents, responding rate and 

gender distribution are shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Sample information 

 Gotland Sweden except Gotland 

Number of observations 210 702 

Mean age 55 55 

Response frequency (%) 34 35 

Gender (% Female) 51 49 

 

 Behavioural responses to algal blooms 

The respondents were asked whether or not they have observed cyanobacterial blooms on beaches they 

have visited (on Gotland or elsewhere along the Swedish coast of the Baltic Proper). Figure 1 shows that 

most of the respondents, in both samples, have observed blooms on beaches they have visited.  

 

 
Figure 1. Proportion of respondents who have observed cyanobacterial blooms on beaches 

 

Respondents who have encountered cyanobacterial blooms were then asked whether or not they have 

perceived this as a nuisance for themselves, family member or family’s pet. The result is shown in 

figure 2. In the Gotland sample, approximately half of the respondents stated that cyanobacterial blooms 

on beaches are usually not a nuisance. In the Sweden except Gotland sample, a majority of the 

respondents stated that the blooms are usually not a nuisance. 
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Figure 2. Proportion of respondents who perceived the cyanobacterial bloom on the beach as a nuisance for 

themselves, family member or family’s pet 

 

Follow-up questions were posed to investigate the reasons for perceiving the blooms as a nuisance (table 

2), or as no nuisance (table 3). The respondents were allowed to mark more than one option. 

 

Table 2. Reasons for perceiving cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance (among respondents who stated that they are 

usually a nuisance or sometimes a nuisance, sometimes not). 

 Gotland Sweden except Gotland 

I couldn’t bathe 74% 74% 

Family member couldn’t bathe  45% 50% 

Pet couldn’t bathe  24% 25% 

I got itches  0% 2% 

Family member got itches  2% 3% 

Pet got itches  2% 3% 

I got sick  0% 1% 

Family member got sick 3% 1% 

Pet got sick 1% 1% 

It was unpleasant to bathe  40% 35% 

It smells bad  29% 33% 

It looks unpleasant  59% 77% 

It is harder to fish  9% 12% 

I can’t use the water for doing dishes, cooking, 

etc. 

4% 20% 

It is sticky and soils things  18% 22% 

I chose not to visit the beach 17% 17% 

I get anxious of becoming sick  12% 17% 

I get anxious of family member becoming sick  10% 17% 

I get anxious of children becoming sick  11% 19% 

I get anxious of pets becoming sick  13% 16% 

I get anxious about the state of the environment  37% 43% 
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Other reason 0% 2% 

 

Table 3. Reasons for perceiving cyanobacterial blooms as no nuisance (among respondents who stated that they are 

usually not a nuisance or sometimes a nuisance, sometimes not). 

 Gotland Sweden except 

Gotland 

I avoided bathing  56% 64% 

Family member avoided bathing  26% 27% 

Pet was not allowed to bathe 17% 17% 

I/family member/pet does not usually bathe 10% 5% 

I/family member/pet wasn’t going to bathe anyway 6% 10% 

I/family member/pet bathed for a shorter period than usually 6% 3% 

I/family member/pet showered afterwards  2% 3% 

I/family member/pet bathed at a place on the beach with less looms 9% 6% 

Visited another area instead  22% 16% 

Did something else instead  19% 21% 

The bloom was not so extensive  23% 23% 

The bloom didn’t reach all the way to the beach 14% 12% 

The bloom was harmless  9% 3% 

Cyanobacterial blooms are not a problem at all 5% 2% 

Other reason 1% 3% 

 

Additionally, the respondents were asked to grade to which extent they agree or disagree to a set of 

statements on a five-level Likert scale. The result shows that cyanobacterial blooms are perceived 

harmful to adults, children and pets. A large majority of the respondents thinks that blooms are 

unpleasant and look bad. Few of the respondents choose to bathe in algal blooms and a majority worry 

about the state of the marine environment. The respondents’ attitudes seem fairly consistent with the 

responses regarding their behaviour. The complete result can be viewed in Appendix 2. 

 Potential reactions to algal blooms on Gotland 

Both samples were asked how they would react to algal blooms around Gotland. The question posed to 

the Gotland sample concerned whether or not they would consider leaving the island given information 

about coming cyanobacterial blooms. The mainlanders were asked to imagine booking a trip to Gotland. 

Would they cancel their booking if they were given information about coming algal blooms? The 

respondents were faced with two scenarios. In the first scenario they were asked to assume that there 

would be cyanobacterial blooms several days in a row at most beaches on Gotland during the summer. 

In the second scenario they were asked to assume that cyanobacteria only bloomed occasionally at a few 

beaches. No other Swedish beaches would be affected. These questions are hereafter referred to as the 

“scenario questions”.  
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Figure 3. Behavioural responses to algal blooms concerning a planned stay on Gotland (Gotland sample). 

 

Figure 3 shows that the vast majority of Gotlanders would absolutely stay on the island despite algal 

blooms. The result indicates that more people would leave the island in the first scenario than in the 

second.  

 

 
Figure 4. Behavioural responses to algal blooms concerning a planned trip to Gotland (Sweden except Gotland 

sample). 

 

A considerable proportion of the mainlanders would cancel a planned trip to Gotland with knowledge of 

coming algal blooms In a scenario in which there are algal blooms several days in a row on most of 

Gotland’s beaches, as many as 30% of the mainlanders would absolutely or probably cancel their travel 

plans to Gotland (Figure 4). However, the large majority would absolutely or perhaps travel to Gotland, 

despite received knowledge about the coming algal blooms.  
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4.3.1 Determinants of cancelling a trip to Gotland  

In order to find explanations why some of the mainlanders would cancel the trip to Gotland with 

knowledge of coming algal blooms, statistical analyses are made based on the scenario questions and 

other responses from the survey. The respondents’ answers to whether or not they would absolutely 

cancel their travel arrangements in scenario 1 are used as the response variable in following generalized 

linear models, assuming a binomial (Bernoulli) distribution. Final models are created by omitting 

nonsignificant variables from full models. The results from the final models are shown in tables 4-8. 

 

Table 4. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the respondents’ tendency to 

absolutely cancel the trip to Gotland in the first scenario (response variable), n=486. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect Chisq df p 

I have usually or sometimes perceived 

cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance for 

myself, family member or family’s pet 

Positive 4.5134 1 0.03363 * 

Residual   484  

Candidate variables: I have usually or sometimes perceived cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance for myself, family member 

or family’s pet. 

 

Table 5. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the respondents’ tendency to 

absolutely cancel the trip to Gotland in the first scenario (response variable), n=700. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect df Deviance LRT p 

Visits Gotland frequently Negative 1 283.78 5.1424 0.02335 * 

Residual  698    

Candidate variables: Has lived on Gotland previously, Has family and friends on Gotland, Owns or has owned leisure house 

on Gotland, Rents or has rented leisure house on Gotland, Works or has worked on Gotland, Was born on Gotland, Visits 

Gotland frequently, Has visited Gotland one or a few times, Has many childhood memories from Gotland. 

 

Table 6. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the respondents’ tendency to 

absolutely cancel the trip to Gotland in the first scenario (response variable), n=700. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect df Deviance LRT p 

Pet couldn’t bathe Positive 1 280.43 6.7515  0.009367 ** 

I get anxious of becoming sick Negative 1 279.14 5.4618 0.019437 * 

Residual  697    

Candidate variables: (Reasons for perceiving cyanobacterial blooms on beaches as a nuisance) I couldn’t bathe, Family 

member couldn’t bathe, Pet couldn’t bathe, I got itches, Family member got itches, Pet got itches, I got sick, Family member 

got sick, Pet got sick, It was unpleasant to bathe, It smells bad, It looks unpleasant, It is harder to fish, I can’t use the water 

for doing dishes, cooking, etc., It is sticky and soils things, I chose not to visit the beach, I get anxious of becoming sick, I get 

anxious of family member becoming sick, I get anxious of children becoming sick, I get anxious of pets becoming sick, I get 

anxious about the state of the environment, Other reason. 
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Table 7. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the respondents’ tendency to 

absolutely cancel the trip to Gotland in the first scenario (response variable), n=700. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect df Deviance LRT p 

Visited another area instead  Negative 1 267.98  8.1986 0.001211 ** 

The bloom was not so extensive  Negative 1 270.26 10.4730 0.001211 ** 

I avoided bathing  Positive 1 265.89 6.1069 0.013465 * 

Residual  696    

Candidate variables: (Reasons for not perceiving cyanobacterial blooms on beaches as a nuisance) I avoided bathing, Family 

member avoided bathing, Pet was not allowed to bathe, I/family member/pet does not usually bathe, I/family member/pet 

wasn’t going to bathe anyway, I/family member/pet bathed for a shorter period than usually, I/family member/pet showered 

afterwards, I/family member/pet bathed at a place on the beach with less blooms, Visited another area instead, Did something 

else instead, I only passed, I saw it from a passenger- or cargo ship, I saw it from the air, The bloom was not so extensive, 

The bloom wasn’t so close, The bloom was harmless, Cyanobacterial blooms are not a problem at all, Other reason. 

 

Table 8. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the respondents’ tendency to 

absolutely cancel the trip to Gotland in the first scenario (response variable), n=549. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of 

effect 

df Deviance LRT p 

Cyanobacterial blooms have made 

me refrain from visiting beaches 

Positive 1 190.89 5.9643 0.014598 * 

I visit a place with a pool instead Positive 1 189.41  4.4780  0.034333 *  

I visit the beach anyway but avoid 

bathing 

Negative 1 195.18 10.2500 0.001367 ** 

Residual  545    

Candidate variables: Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to adults' health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to children's 

health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to pets, Cyanobacterial blooms look bad, Cyanobacterial blooms are natural, 

Cyanobacterial blooms are unpleasant, There are more cyanobacterial blooms now than 10 years ago, There will be fewer 

cyanobacterial blooms in 10 years, Cyanobacterial blooms have made me refrain from visiting beaches, I bathe even when 

there is a bloom, Media usually provides correct information about where and when there are blooms, Authorities usually 

provide correct information about where and when there are blooms, I often seek information about where and when there 

are blooms, It is easy to get access to information about where and when there are blooms, I am worried about the marine 

environment, I visit the beach anyway, I visit the beach anyway and bathe as usual, I visit the beach anyway but I bathe 

during a shorter period or in a different way, I visit the beach anyway but avoid bathing, I visit some other beach by the 

coast, I visit a lake instead, I visit a place with a pool instead, I do something completely different instead, I try to get 

information about the extent of the bloom, I try to get information about whether the bloom is harmful or not, It doesn't affect 

me because I usually don't visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast. 

 

4.3.2 Summary 

The results from the final models show that respondents with a high probability to absolutely cancel 

their trips to Gotland during massive algal blooms are those who usually or sometimes have perceived 

algal blooms as a nuisance (table 4), especially since their pet could not bathe (table 6) or because they 

avoided bathing (table 7). The avoiders of Gotland have earlier refrained from visiting beaches because 

of algal blooms, or would visit a place with a pool instead (table 8). Respondents with a low probability 

to cancel their trips are those who visit Gotland frequently (table 5) or who have perceived 
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cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance because they got anxious of becoming sick (table 6). Respondents 

who did not perceive algal blooms as a nuisance because they visited another area instead or because the 

bloom was not so extensive (table 7) have also a lower probability to cancel their trips. The same applies 

for the respondents who visit the beach anyway, but avoid bathing during algal blooms (table 8). 

4.3.3 Conclusion 

Earlier negative experiences seem to have the greatest impact on the mainlanders’ tendency to cancel a 

trip to Gotland during algal blooms. In contrast to the questions regarding reasons to perceive algal 

bloom as a nuisance, the determinants of cancelling the trip to Gotland are related to avoidance of 

beaches rather than bathing. It is unclear why respondents who are anxious of becoming sick because of 

algal blooms have less tendency to cancel the trip, this result appears counter intuitive.  

 

 Local economic impact 

4.4.1 Tourism and algal blooms 

In this section, the economic impact on Gotland due to a presumed change in number of visitors is 

estimated. In order to do this, figures of numbers of visitors per year on Gotland are needed as well as 

their daily spending. Based on these figures, and the mainlanders’ responses to the scenario questions, 

the possible economic impact on the island is calculated.   

 

Table 9 shows that Gotland has 1.9 million visitors and approximately 860 000 guest nights per year 

(Region Gotland 2014, 24). This means that each tourist on average spends 2.2 nights on Gotland. The 

big, annual event “Medeltidsveckan” on Gotland had approximate 40 000 unique visitors 2014 

(Turismens Utredningsinstitut 2007, 7) and during this event a tourist spends 1008 SEK per day 

(Turismens Utredningsinstitut 2007, 26). According to Gotland’s tourist office (Eriksson, 2015) this 

number should be valid for the whole high season of Gotland, with an exception for the event 

Almedalsveckan for which the figure probably is much higher. The following calculations underestimate 

the total local economic effects, if ferry and air traffic is considered to be a part of Gotland’s economy. 

 

Table 9. Tourism on Gotland 

Number of visitors per year (2009-2013) 1 930 000 

Number of guest nights per year (2009-2013) 860 000 

Number of guest night per visitor (2009-2013) 2.2 

Spending per visitor and day 1 008 SEK 

 

The result from the scenario questions in Sweden except Gotland is shown in table 10. Statistical 

significance between numbers of respondents who have answered yes to the different alternatives is 

tested. Table 39 and table 40 (appendix 3) show significant differences between most of the response 

frequencies in both scenarios. 
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Table 10. Number and proportion of mainlanders’ responses to scenarios in which they booked a trip to Gotland, but 

then received information about coming cyanobacterial blooms. 

 I would 

absolutely 

cancel the trip 

to Gotland 

I would 

probably 

cancel the 

trip to 

Gotland 

I would 

perhaps travel 

to Gotland 

I would 

absolutely 

travel to 

Gotland 

Scenario 1 (Cyanobacterial 

blooms several days in a row at 

most beaches on Gotland) 

46 (6 %) 194 (24 %) 298 (37 %) 278 (34 %) 

Scenario 2 (Cyanobacterial 

blooms occasionally at a few 

beaches on Gotland) 

17 (2 %) 61 (7 %) 224 (27 %) 514 (63 %) 

 

The total number of guest nights are also produced by visitors not included in the survey population. 

This means that some tourists’ behavioural responses, as well as daily spending, are unknown. However, 

the coming calculations are based on the assumption that these figures apply for all visitors.  

 

In the first scenario, 6 % of the respondents would absolutely cancel the trip to Gotland. This means the 

number of guest nights would be reduced by 51 600 that year, which leads to reduced spending of 52 

million SEK. Since goods and service taxes are not in favour of Gotland’s business world, the average 

vat rate, 18.5 %, is discounted. The local economic losses would therefore be 44 million SEK. If the 24 

% of the respondents who state that they would probably cancel their trip realise it as well, the total loss 

would be about 220 million SEK. Similar calculations made for the second scenario are shown in table 

11. 

 

Table 11. Local economic losses due to tourists’ avoidance of Gotland during algal blooms. 

 I would absolutely cancel 

the trip to Gotland 

I would absolutely or probably 

cancel the trip to Gotland 

Scenario 1 44 million SEK / year 220 million SEK / year 

Scenario 2 15 million SEK / year 66 million SEK / year 

 

The results indicate that the business world on Gotland could face major economic losses because of 

algal blooms. Even if cyanobacteria would bloom occasionally at a few beaches, the losses would be at 

least 15 million SEK annually.  
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4.4.2 Locals and algal blooms 

In this section, the local economic effects due to locals leaving Gotland are evaluated. Figures of 

Gotland’s population are presented in (Table 12), as well as their daily spending (Table 13). Based on 

these figures and the responses to the scenario questions the possible economic effects are calculated. 

 

Table 12. Gotland’s population 2014 

Residents (age 15-74)  42 850 

 

Table 13. Swedish household expenditures 2012 

Annual household expenditures (provisions, restaurant, shoes, 

clothes, recreation, entertainment) 

120 030 SEK 

Household consuming unit 1.57 

Spending per person and day 209 SEK 

 

The result from the scenario questions in Gotland sample is shown in table 14. Statistical significance 

between numbers of respondents who have answered yes to the different alternatives is tested. Table 41 

and table 42 (appendix 3) show significant differences between some of the response frequencies. 

 

Table 14. Number and proportion of Gotlanders’ responses to scenarios in which they planned to stay on Gotland, 

but then received information about coming cyanobacterial blooms. 

 I would absolutely 

leave Gotland at 

least for a part of 

the summer 

I would probably 

leave Gotland at 

least for a part of 

the summer 

I would 

perhaps stay 

on Gotland 

I would 

absolutely 

stay on 

Gotland 

Scenario 1. Cyanobacterial 

blooms several days in a 

row at most beaches on 

Gotland 

3 (1%) 13 (6%) 13 (6%) 181 (86%) 

Scenario 2. Cyanobacterial 

blooms occasionally at a 

few beaches on Gotland 

0 (0%) 4 (2%) 10 (5%) 196 (93%) 

 

To estimate the local economic impact due to some residents leaving the island is complicated because 

of insufficient information about which kind of spending areas will be affected. A rough estimation can 

be done based on national figures of household spending. Consumption of some goods and services such 

as provisions, restaurant visits, shoes, clothes, recreation and entertainment are more likely to be 

affected than others. A Swedish household spends 120 030 SEK annually on these goods and services 

(SCBa). The average number of consumption units is 1.57 per household. A swede thus spends 120 

030/1.57=76 452 SEK per year, or 209 SEK per day. The number of residents aged between 15 and 74 

on the island of Gotland in 42 850 (SCBb). If 1% of the residents would leave the island during algal 

blooms, the spending would be reduced by 428.5*209 = 89 556.5 SEK per day. Based on the 

assumption that Gotlanders are out of the area on average as long as tourists usually stay on Gotland 
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(2.2 days), the spending would be reduced by 197 000 SEK that year. When vat rate is discounted, the 

local economic loss would be about 166 000 SEK. Table 16 shows the economic losses for each 

scenario, based on these assumptions and figures. The calculations are probably underestimated because 

not all possible expenses are included as well as young people under 15 and elders over 74 have not 

been included.  

 

Table 15. Local economic losses due to Gotlanders leaving the island during algal blooms. 

 I would absolutely leave 

Gotland at least for a part 

of the summer 

I would absolutely or probably 

leave Gotland at least for a part 

of the summer 

Scenario 1. Cyanobacterial 

blooms several days in a row at 

most beaches on Gotland 

166 000 SEK / year 1 164 000 SEK / year 

Scenario 2. Cyanobacterial 

blooms occasionally at a few 

beaches on Gotland 

0 SEK / year 316 000 SEK / year 

 

4.4.3 Total economic loss 

In the worst scenario, in which there are massive algal blooms at most beaches on Gotland and all 

people who say they absolutely or probably would avoid the island also realise it, the total loss would be 

about 221 million SEK per year. The gross regional product of Gotland was 16.5 billion SEK in 2011 

(Region Gotland 2014, 21). That economic losses due to public’s avoidance of Gotland would thus be 

1.6 % of Gotland’s gross regional product. In the best scenario, in which there are moderate algal 

blooms and only people who state that they absolutely would avoid the island realise it, the losses would 

be 0.1 % of Gotland’s GRP. Noteworthy, the previous calculations of both locals’ and tourists’ 

avoidance are underestimated since expenses for travelling to and from Gotland are not included. 

Additionally, local multiplier effects (such as indirect economic impacts on other sectors) are excluded, 

which further underestimate the true effect on the business world of Gotland.  
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5 Algal blooms and information  

 Demand for information 

The respondents were asked whether or not they are interested in getting access to information about 

when and where there are algal blooms. Figure 5 shows that a large majority answers “Yes” or “Yes, 

maybe” to the question. Gotlanders seem to be more interested in the information than the mainlanders.  

 

 
Figure 5. Proportion of respondents who demand for information about where and when there are cyanobacterial 

blooms on beaches. 

5.1.1 Determinants of demand for information 

The determinants of the mainlanders’ demand for information are evaluated by using the Sweden except 

Gotland sample answers to the previous question as a response variable. The categories “yes” and “yes, 

maybe” where collapsed to one category. A binomial (Bernoulli) distribution is assumed in the 

following models. The results are shown in table 16-19 and summarized in the end of this section. 

 

Table 16. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the respondents’ interest in 

having access to information about where and when there are cyanobacterial blooms on beaches (response variable), 

n=701. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect Chisq df p 

I have observed cyanobacterial blooms on a 

beach I have visited 

Positive 31.34  1 <0.001 ** 

Residual   699  

Candidate variables: I have observed cyanobacterial blooms on a beach I have visited. 
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Table 17. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the respondents’ interest in 

having access to information about where and when there are cyanobacterial blooms on beaches (response variable), 

n=487. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect Chisq df p 

I have usually or sometimes perceived 

cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance for 

myself, family member or family’s pet 

Positive 7.1895 1 0.007333 ** 

Residual   485  

Candidate variables: I have usually or sometimes perceived cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance for myself, family member 

or family’s pet.  

 

Table 18. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the interest in having access to 

information about where and when there are cyanobacterial blooms on beaches (response variable), n=701. 

Explanatory Variable Direction 

of effect 

df Deviance LRT p 

Nuisance because family member 

couldn’t bathe 

Positive 1 732.31 18.1628  <0.001 ***  

Not a nuisance because I visited 

another area instead 

Positive 1 722.57 8.4266 0.0036978 **  

Not a nuisance because the bloom 

wasn’t so close 

Positive 1 720.25 6.1031 0.0134944 *   

Not a nuisance because  I avoided 

bathing 

Positive 1 725.47 11.3235 0.0007653 *** 

Residual  696    

Candidate variables: Reasons for perceiving cyanobacterial blooms on beaches as a nuisance - I couldn’t bathe, Family 

member couldn’t bathe, Pet couldn’t bathe, I got itches, Family member got itches, Pet got itches, I got sick, Family member 

got sick, Pet got sick, It was unpleasant to bathe, It smells bad, It looks unpleasant, It is harder to fish, I can’t use the water 

for doing dishes, cooking, etc., It is sticky and soils things, I chose not to visit the beach, I get anxious of becoming sick, I get 

anxious of family member becoming sick, I get anxious of children becoming sick, I get anxious of pets becoming sick, I get 

anxious about the state of the environment, Other reason. Reasons for not perceiving cyanobacterial blooms on beaches as a 

nuisance - I avoided bathing, Family member avoided bathing, Pet was not allowed to bathe, I/family member/pet does not 

usually bathe, I/family member/pet wasn’t going to bathe anyway, I/family member/pet bathed for a shorter period than 

usually, I/family member/pet showered afterwards, I/family member/pet bathed at a place on the beach with less blooms, 

Visited another area instead, Did something else instead, I only passed, I saw it from a passenger- or cargo ship, I saw it from 

the air, The bloom was not so extensive, The bloom wasn’t so close, The bloom was harmless, Cyanobacterial blooms are not 

a problem at all, Other reason. 

   

Table 19. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the interest in having access to 

information about where and when there are cyanobacterial blooms on beaches, n=392. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of 

effect 

df Deviance LRT p 

I visit some other beach by the coast Positive 1 279.74  10.9113  0.0009558 *** 

Cyanobacterial blooms have made me 

refrain from visiting beaches 

Positive 1 274.40  5.5745  0.0182241 * 
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It doesn't affect me because I usually 

don't visit beaches along the Swedish 

east or south coast  

Negative 1 289.95  21.1164  <0.0005 *** 

Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to 

children's health 

Positive 1 273.16  4.3276 0.0374981 *   

Cyanobacterial blooms are natural  Negative 1 294.84  26.0064  <0.0005 *** 

I often seek information about where 

and when there are blooms 

Positive 1 283.98 15.1489 <0.0005 *** 

I visit a place with a pool instead  Negative 1 290.32 21.4890  <0.0005 *** 

Residual  384    

Candidate variables: Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to adults' health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to children's 

health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to pets, Cyanobacterial blooms look bad, Cyanobacterial blooms are natural, 

Cyanobacterial blooms are unpleasant, There are more cyanobacterial blooms now than 10 years ago, There will be fewer 

cyanobacterial blooms in 10 years, Cyanobacterial blooms have made me refrain from visiting beaches, I bathe even when 

there is a bloom, Media usually provides correct information about where and when there are blooms, Authorities usually 

provide correct information about where and when there are blooms, I often seek information about where and when there 

are blooms, It is easy to get access to information about where and when there are blooms, I am worried about the marine 

environment, I visit the beach anyway, I visit the beach anyway and bathe as usual, I visit the beach anyway but I bathe 

during a shorter period or in a different way, I visit the beach anyway but avoid bathing, I visit some other beach by the 

coast, I visit a lake instead, I visit a place with a pool instead, I do something completely different instead, I try to get 

information about the extent of the bloom, I try to get information about whether the bloom is harmful or not, It doesn't affect 

me because I usually don't visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast.  

 

5.1.2 Summary 

The result shows that respondents with high probability of demanding information are those who have 

encountered algal blooms (table 16), usually or sometimes have perceived the blooms as a nuisance 

(table 17), perceived algal blooms as a nuisance because their family member couldn’t bathe (table 18), 

visit some other beach if there is an algal bloom (table 19), refrained from visiting beaches affected of 

algal blooms (table 19), perceive cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to children's health (table 19) or 

often seek information about where and when there are blooms (table 19). Furthermore, respondents 

who have perceived algal blooms as no nuisance because they visited another area instead, the bloom 

wasn’t so close or avoided bathing are also interested in getting access to information (table 18). The 

respondents with less tendency to be interested in getting access to information are those who usually 

don't visit beaches along the Swedish south-eastern coast, state that cyanobacterial blooms are natural or 

visit a place with a pool instead (table 19). 

5.1.3 Conclusion 

Mainlanders who avoid beaches, perceive blooms as a nuisance, think algal blooms are harmful or seek 

information are interested in getting access to information about algal blooms. These explanations seem 

reasonable. Interestingly, people who think algal blooms are natural have less tendency to demand 

information, maybe because they worry less about the algae situation. Concerning the respondents who 

visit a pool instead, they might have no reason to demand information about exactly where there are 

algal blooms.  
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 Preferable ways of getting access to information 

A question was asked concerning the respondents’ preferable ways of getting access to information 

about cyanobacterial blooms. Figure 6 shows that the most popular ways of receiving information is 

through a specific web page or via a mobile application.   

 

 
Figure 6. Preferable way of getting access to information about cyanobacterial blooms, proportion of respondents for 

each alternative. 

 

 Demand for a mobile application 

Respondents were then asked whether or not they would pay for a mobile application to get access this 

information. The hypothetical mobile application would give good predictions of when and where there 

will be algal blooms, one day in advance. Figure 7 shows that most of the respondents in both samples 

are not willing to pay for a mobile application. 23 % of the Gotlanders and 19 % of the mainlanders 

would consider paying for the application. Among those respondents who answer that they would prefer 

to get information via a mobile application, the proportion willing to pay is 35 % for Gotland and 39 % 

for Sweden except Gotland (figure 8). Approximately 60 % of the respondents in both samples state that 

they would use it if it was for free. 
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Figure 7. Proportion of respondents who are willing to pay for a mobile application. 

 

 
Figure 8. Proportion of respondents who are willing to pay for a mobile application among those who prefer it as a 

source of information.  

5.3.1 Determinants of whether or not respondents are willing to pay 

To evaluate public’s demand for the mobile application, the respondents’ answers yes (1) or no (0) to the 

question whether they are willing to pay are used as a response variable. Final models are created by 

omitting nonsignificant variables from full models. The results are shown in table 20-23 and 

summarized in the end. 

 

Table 20. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the mainlanders’ WTP for the 

mobile application (response variable), n=535. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect df Deviance LRT p 

Visits Gotland frequently Positive 1 518.37 5.426 0.01984 * 

Residual  533    

Candidate variables: Never visited Gotland, Has lived on Gotland previously, Has family and friends on Gotland, Owns or 

has owned leisure house on Gotland, Rents or has rented leisure house on Gotland, Works or has worked on Gotland, Was 

born on Gotland, Visits Gotland frequently, Has visited Gotland one or a few times, Has many childhood memories from 

Gotland. 
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Table 21. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating mainlanders’ WTP for the 

mobile application (response variable), n=100. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect df SS f p 

Boat owner Positive 1 29903  4.0211 0.04769 *  

Residual  98    

Candidate variables: Boat owner. 

 

Table 22. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the mainlanders’ WTP for a 

mobile application (response variable), n=535. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect Chisq df p 

Age Negative 11.17 1 0.0008312 *** 

Residual   533  

Candidate variables: Age. 

 

Table 23. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a generalized linear model evaluating the mainlanders’ WTP for the 

mobile application (response variable), n=441. 

Explanatory Variable Direction 

of effect 

df Deviance LRT p 

I visit the beach anyway but I bathe during 

a shorter period or in a different way 

Positive 1 412.16  6.2601 0.01235 *  

It doesn't affect me because I usually don't 

visit beaches along the Swedish east or 

south coast 

Negative 1 421.08  15.1828 <0.001 *** 

Residual  438    

Candidate variables: Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to adults' health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to children's 

health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to pets, Cyanobacterial blooms look bad, Cyanobacterial blooms are natural, 

Cyanobacterial blooms are unpleasant, There are more cyanobacterial blooms now than 10 years ago, There will be fewer 

cyanobacterial blooms in 10 years, Cyanobacterial blooms have made me refrain from visiting beaches, I bathe even when 

there is a bloom, Media usually provides correct information about where and when there are blooms, Authorities usually 

provide correct information about where and when there are blooms, I often seek information about where and when there 

are blooms, It is easy to get access to information about where and when there are blooms, I am worried about the marine 

environment, I visit the beach anyway, I visit the beach anyway and bathe as usual, I visit the beach anyway but I bathe 

during a shorter period or in a different way, I visit the beach anyway but avoid bathing, I visit some other beach by the 

coast, I visit a lake instead, I visit a place with a pool instead, I do something completely different instead, I try to get 

information about the extent of the bloom, I try to get information about whether the bloom is harmful or not, It doesn't affect 

me because I usually don't visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast. 

5.3.2 Summary 

The results show that respondents who visit Gotland frequently (table 20), boat owners (table 21) and 

those visit the beach anyway but bathe during a shorter period or in a different way (table 23) have a 

larger tendency to be willing to pay for the mobile application. Older respondents (table 22) and those 

who are not affected by algal blooms because they usually don't visit beaches along the coast (table 23) 

have less tendency to be willing to pay.  
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5.3.3 Who usually do not visit beaches? 

The last model in the previous section (table 23) shows that respondents who are not affected because 

they usually do not visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast have less demand for a mobile 

application. In order to evaluate why some respondents usually do not visit beaches along the Swedish 

east or south coast I used the respondents’ answers to the statement on a five graded Likert scale as a 

response variable. The answer “I don’t know” is excluded from the models. The first model evaluate the 

county effect on the respondents’ tendency to visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast. I used 

ANOVA type 2 test and multiple comparisons of mean (Tukey post hoc test).  

 

Table 24. Results from an ANOVA analysis evaluating who are not affected of algal blooms because they usually don't 

visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast (response variable), n=609.  

Explanatory Variable df SS F p 

County 6 83.1   6.864  <0.001 *** 

Residual 602    

 

Table 25. Multiple Comparisons of Means: Tukey Contrasts 

Compared counties Estimate SE t  p    

Stockholm - Skåne 0.66901 0.19416 3.446 0.00866 ** 

Stockholm - Kalmar 0.93106 0.25263 3.685 0.00365 ** 

Södermanland - Kalmar 0.96117 0.33074 2.906 0.04822 * 

Östergötland - Blekinge 0.95614 0.31902 2.997 0.03736 * 

Östergötland - Kalmar 1.16090 0.27450 4.229 < 0.005 *** 

Östergötland - Skåne 0.89885 0.22187 4.051 0.00100 ** 

Östergötland - Öland 1.78947 0.59498 3.008 0.03649 * 

Nonsignificant comparisons: Kalmar – Blekinge, Skåne – Blekinge, Stockholm – Blekinge, Södermanland – Blekinge, Öland 

– Blekinge, Skåne – Kalmar, Öland – Kalmar, Södermanland – Skåne, Öland – Skåne, Södermanland – Stockholm, Öland – 

Stockholm, Östergötland – Stockholm, Öland – Södermanland, Östergötland – Södermanland.  
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Figure 9. Effect plot showing the extent to which respondents disagree or agree (scale 1-5) to the statement “It doesn’t 

affect me because I usually don’t visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast”, in relation to which county they 

live in. 

 

The result shows that the respondents’ counties have a significant effect on the responses to the 

statement “It doesn't affect me because I usually don't visit beaches along the Swedish east or south 

coast” (table 31). The post hoc test shows (table 32) that respondents from northern counties 

(Stockholm, Södermanland and Östergötland) less frequently than the southern counties (Blekinge, 

Kalmar and Skåne) visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast. For an overview see figure 19. 

5.3.4 Conclusion 

It seems like the main reasons for people to choose to pay for a mobile application is that they often visit 

the seashore. Residents from southern counties visit the seashore more frequently than resident from the 

northern counties. This difference could be related to climate, where residents of cooler northern 

counties might prefer to bathe in lakes instead of the sea.  
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 Willingness to pay for a mobile application 

5.4.1 The aggregated WTP for a mobile application  

Additionally, the respondents were asked to state a specific once-for-all amount of money they are 

willing to pay for a mobile application that provides information about where and when there will be 

algal blooms. The result is shown in table 28. 

 

Table 26. WTP for a mobile application that gives access to information about when and where there will be 

cyanobacterial blooms, one day in advance. 

 Mean value (among 

all respondents) 

Mean value (among those 

who are willing to pay) 

Median value (among 

those who are willing to 

pay) 

Gotland 10 SEK 54 SEK 25 SEK 

Sweden except 

Gotland 

8 SEK 58 SEK 20 SEK 

Note: One of the respondents stated that the amount of money is 'irrelevant'. For this respondent, the highest response value 

in the data set, 500 SEK, is assumed. 

 

 

The aggregated willingness to pay is calculated by multiplying the mean value among all respondent 

(table 28) with the sample populations (table 9). The result is shown in table 30. 

 

Table 27. Population 2014 (SCBb) 

Gotland (age 15-74) 42 850 

Sweden except Gotland (age 15-74) 2 727 365 

 

 

Table 28. Aggregated WTP for the mobile application 

Gotland  428 500 SEK 

Sweden except Gotland  21 818 920 SEK 

Total 22 247 420 SEK 
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5.4.2 Determinants of willingness to pay 

In this section, the determinants of willingness to pay are evaluated. As a response variable mainlanders’ 

WTP for the application is used. Two different final models are created by omitting nonsignificant 

variables from full models. The respondents who do not want to pay for the application are excluded 

from the models. The results are shown in table 26 and 27.   

 

Table 29. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a linear model evaluating the mainlanders’ WTP for the mobile 

application (response variable), n=101. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of 

effect 

df SS F p 

Nuisance because I can’t use the water 

for doing dishes, cooking, etc. 

Positive 1 47230 6.506 0.0123 * 

Nuisance because pet got sick Positive 1 201716  27.786 <0.001 *** 

Residual  98 711433   

Candidate variables: Reasons for perceiving cyanobacterial blooms on beaches as a nuisance - I couldn’t bathe, Family 

member couldn’t bathe, Pet couldn’t bathe, I got itches, Family member got itches, Pet got itches, I got sick, Family member 

got sick, Pet got sick, It was unpleasant to bathe, It smells bad, It looks unpleasant, It is harder to fish, I can’t use the water 

for doing dishes, cooking, etc., It is sticky and soils things, I chose not to visit the beach, I get anxious of becoming sick, I get 

anxious of family member becoming sick, I get anxious of children becoming sick, I get anxious of pets becoming sick, I get 

anxious about the state of the environment, Other reason. Reasons for not perceiving cyanobacterial blooms on beaches as a 

nuisance - I avoided bathing, Family member avoided bathing, Pet was not allowed to bathe, I/family member/pet does not 

usually bathe, I/family member/pet wasn’t going to bathe anyway, I/family member/pet bathed for a shorter period than 

usually, I/family member/pet showered afterwards, I/family member/pet bathed at a place on the beach with less blooms, 

Visited another area instead, Did something else instead, I only passed, I saw it from a passenger- or cargo ship, I saw it from 

the air, The bloom was not so extensive, The bloom wasn’t so close, The bloom was harmless, Cyanobacterial blooms are not 

a problem at all, Other reason. 

 

Table 30. Results from an ANOVA analysis of a linear model evaluating the mainlanders’ WTP for the mobile 

application, n=59. 

Explanatory Variable Direction of effect df SS F p 

I visit some other beach by the coast Negative 1 47184  7.0833 0.01023 * 

I visit the beach anyway Negative 1 43854 6.5833 0.01310 * 

There will be fewer cyanobacterial 

blooms in 10 years 

Negative 1 27286   4.0962 0.04794 * 

Cyanobacterial blooms are natural Negative 1 36734  5.5145 0.02255 * 

Residual  54 359711   

Candidate variables: Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to adults' health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to children's 

health, Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to pets, Cyanobacterial blooms look bad, Cyanobacterial blooms are natural, 

Cyanobacterial blooms are unpleasant, There are more cyanobacterial blooms now than 10 years ago, There will be fewer 

cyanobacterial blooms in 10 years, Cyanobacterial blooms have made me refrain from visiting beaches, I bathe even when 

there is a bloom, Media usually provides correct information about where and when there are blooms, Authorities usually 

provide correct information about where and when there are blooms, I often seek information about where and when there 

are blooms, It is easy to get access to information about where and when there are blooms, I am worried about the marine 

environment, I visit the beach anyway, I visit the beach anyway and bathe as usual, I visit the beach anyway but I bathe 

during a shorter period or in a different way, I visit the beach anyway but avoid bathing, I visit some other beach by the 
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coast, I visit a lake instead, I visit a place with a pool instead, I do something completely different instead, I try to get 

information about the extent of the bloom, I try to get information about whether the bloom is harmful or not, It doesn't affect 

me because I usually don't visit beaches along the Swedish east or south coast. 

5.4.3 Summary 

The result shows that respondents who have perceived cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance because 

they could not use the water for doing dishes, cooking etc. or because their pet got sick are more willing 

to pay for the mobile application than others (table 26). Respondents who visit another beach by the 

coast, visit the beach anyway, think there will be fewer cyanobacterial blooms in 10 years or believe that 

algal blooms are natural have lower willingness to pay (table 27). 

5.4.4 Conclusion 

More serious issues regarding basic use of the water or pets getting sick appear to increase the 

willingness to pay. People’s perception of algal blooms as natural lower the willingness to pay as well as 

believing there will be fewer blooms in the future, maybe because they worry less about algal blooms.  
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6 Discussion 
This study investigated the connection between cyanobacterial blooms and beach recreation. The results 

indicate that algal blooms affect the public’s utility of beach recreation and bathing negatively. Many 

people avoid bathing or even visiting the beach because of algal blooms. The main reason for perceiving 

algal blooms as a nuisance is that bathing as well as being in the area, becomes unpleasant. The study 

shows that 30 % of the tourists from the Swedish southeastern coast would consider cancelling their 

plans of travelling to Gotland with knowledge about coming extensive algal blooms around the island. 

The result confirms previous studies (Ahtiainen et al. 2013) regarding the importance of the Baltic Sea 

as a recreation area, for bathing in particular. Earlier negative experiences of algal blooms, such as 

refraining from visiting beaches and concerns regarding their pets’ bathing, are factors that influence 

tourists to cancel their travel arrangements. Even if the public appreciates the Baltic Sea in general 

(Ahtiainen et al. 2014), personal experiences of algal blooms seem to be important determinants of 

future avoidance of beaches. Only a few residents on Gotland would leave the island during the summer 

because of algal blooms.  

 

The study indicate that algal blooms will have economic impact on Gotland’s tourism industry. The 

annual local economic loss for Gotland in a worst case scenario is estimated to 221 million SEK. The 

best case scenario is a loss of 15 million SEK. Based on these results, the tourism should already have 

been affected of previous algal blooms. However, the blooms seem to have had no significant economic 

impact so far. Hasselström (2008) argue that resorts are fully booked and therefore the industry has not 

yet been affected. An additional possible reason is the fact that the criteria in the scenario questions 

posed in this survey, have not been fulfilled in reality during previous algal blooms. So far, it is not 

possible to get access to information about algal blooms in advance and the blooms might not have been 

limited to Gotland only. Since algal blooms are likely to be more frequent in the future, the public might 

start anticipate the blooms and avoid travelling to Gotland during high season. This study confirms the 

results of Hasselström (2008), where more widespread algal blooms may cause serious problems for 

beach tourism in Sweden. Noteworthy, the avoiders of Gotland during algal blooms would probably 

contribute to the economy of another region instead. However, the southern coast of Sweden might be 

affected as well, so the result would be a loss of well-being for those people who prefer beach recreation 

as their first alternative. The indications of economic losses on Gotland should be applicable for all 

tourism dependent regions in the Baltic Proper area. One should remember that tourism itself can have 

negative environmental impact too, which should be regarded in a comprehensive analysis.  

 

One way of mitigating the negative impact of algal blooms could be to provide the public with 

information on affected beaches. Up to 80 % of the study population are interested in getting access to 

information about when and where there will be algal blooms. The main reason why people would like 

to get access to information is that they have perceived algal blooms as a nuisance, especially because it 

was unpleasant to bathe, worries of getting sick and concerns regarding pets bathing. The risk for people 

to experience these kinds of nuisances might be reduced if they get access to information about where 

there will be algal blooms. On the other hand, there may be reason to believe that information will drive 

trourists away from Gotland, which could harm the tourism industry. The risk of this to happen should 

be considered as small, since there are no accurate algal forecasts for more than one day and people 

would most likely not cancel their travel plans at such short notice. Moreover, the current information 
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provided to the public sometimes gives the impression that the whole island of Gotland is affected by 

algal blooms, even if some beaches are unaffected. There are also indications of media as an amplifier 

of the risk. In this case, correct information could prevent people from avoidng beaches altogether. 

Business owner on Gotland argue that media often exaggerate the magnitude of algal blooms, which 

drive visitors away (Vejlens 2011, Hasselström 2008). According to Kasperson (1988, 2003), 

amplification of the risk occurs when media dramatize the environmental hazard. Then again, for media 

to provide fair information is difficult as long as the existing monitoring programmes are not on beach-

level. Improved monitoring programmes and information system could reduce the risk of amplifying the 

concern among the public. It would also let people getting access to information at the source instead of 

via media, which could further reduce the risk of amplifying.  

 

The previous attempt from county administration board of Gotland to collect and supply improved 

information about algal blooms have turned out well, but the project was canceled due to funding 

shortfall (Vejlens 2011). One way of financing the algal blooms information project could be to provide 

the public with a mobile application. Approximately 20 % of all respondents would consider paying for 

a mobile application which provides one-day forecasts of where and when there will be algal blooms at 

beaches. People who visit beaches often, travel to Gotland frequently or are boat owners have a higher 

probability to be willing to pay for the mobile application. The main reason for people to choose to pay 

for a mobile application appears to be that they often visit the seashore. Experiences of difficulties using 

the water for basic needs, as well as pets getting sick, make people pay more for the mobile application. 

This indicates that people with serious nuisances think it is more important than others to get 

information about where there are algal blooms. People who think algal blooms are natural or that there 

will be fewer blooms in the future are willing to pay less for the application. This can be explained by 

the fact that people who worry about a risk are more prone to take action to protect themselves from it 

(Baron et al., 2000). The two study populations’ aggregated willingness to pay for the mobile 

application is estimated to 22 million SEK. The median willingness to pay (among those who are 

willing to pay) is 25 SEK on Gotland and 20 SEK in southeastern Sweden. Gotlanders are willing to pay 

just marginally more than mainlanders. This means the potential mobile application could provide 

information that covers only beaches around Gotland as well as all of the Swedish south east coast 

beaches. Some tourists would probably buy the application even if it only covers beaches on Gotland 

too. A cost-benefit analysis could be developed to compare the willingness to pay to the costs of 

supplying the mobile application. 

 

In short, the result indicates that algal blooms affect the public negatively which might harm the tourism 

industry. To ensure the benefits of clean water in the Baltic Sea, investments in nutrient load reductions 

are required. An additional way of limiting the negative impact of eutrophication could be to provide the 

public with forecasts on algal blooms, for instance via a mobile application. This study has pointed out 

potential target groups that would benefit from improved information, such as people who travel to 

Gotland frequently, pet owners and boat owners. Additionally, the data on algal blooms could be useful 

for future research and environmental monitoring of the Baltic Sea. Further research on expected 

economic impact of algae affected beaches on tourist dependent regions is required, as well as new 

solutions to mitigate the nuisances caused by cyanobacterial blooms.  
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Appendix 1 - Questionnaire  
 

1. Var bor du permanent? * 

Stockholms län 

Södermanlands län 

Östergötlands län 

Kalmar län (utom Öland) 

på Öland 

Gotlands län 

Blekinge län 

Skåne län 

Annat län 

 

Hej! 

Vi vore tacksamma om du besvarar kommande frågor. Dina svar kommer att användas i ett 

forskningsprojekt som leds av Systemekologiska institutionen vid Stockholms universitet. Vi är 

miljöekonomer vid Enveco Miljöekonomi AB och ansvarar för den del av projektet i vilket enkäten 

ingår.  

 

Dina svar behandlas anonymt. 

 

Med vänliga hälsningar, 

Linus Hasselström, doktorand 

Tore Söderqvist, docent i nationalekonomi 

 

Algblomning 

Frågorna handlar om ytansamlingar av cyanobakterier, som ibland också kallas för blågröna alger. 

Under vissa förhållanden uppstår sommartid stora sådana ”algblomningar” i Östersjön och ibland 

kan stora sammanhängande täcken bildas. Nedan ser du hur en sådan algblomning kan se ut. I 

Sverige och andra östersjöländer görs olika åtgärder för att minska utsläppen av näringsämnen till 

havet. På sikt kan dessa förväntas leda till en minskad risk för algblomningar. Men det tar lång tid 

att påverka havet, och därför finns det en risk för stora algblomningar under många år framöver.  

 

I vilken grad algblomningarna påverkar stränder beror på vindar och strömmar. Somliga stränder 

kan alltså vara i stort sett opåverkade även vid en stor algblomning. 
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Observera: När det står ”strand” i frågorna så avses havsstränder längs den svenska ost och 

sydkusten, inklusive Gotland, Öland och andra öar. 

 

2. När var du senast vid havet längs den svenska ost- eller sydkusten (inklusive Gotland, Öland och andra öar) för att till 

exempel bada, åka båt, fiska, promenera längs stranden, åka skridsko, vara på kryssning, osv.? * 

Under 2013 

Under de senaste 5 åren, men inte under 2013 

För mer än 5 år sedan 

Jag har aldrig varit vid havet längs den svenska ost- eller sydkusten (inklusive Gotland, Öland och andra öar) 

 

3. Äger du eller någon familjemedlem en båt? * 

Ja 

Nej 

 

4. Använder du/ni båten i kustvatten längs den svenska ost- eller sydkusten (inklusive Gotland, Öland och andra öar)? * 

Ja, enbart 

Ja, och även i andra vatten, t.ex. i sjöar eller längs västkusten 

Nej 

 

5. Har du någon gång sett algblomning vid någon strand som du har besökt? * 

Välj ett eller flera alternativ. 

Ja, under 2013 

Ja, tidigare somrar 

Nej 

 

6. Hur många gånger under 2013 såg du algblomning vid någon strand du besökt? * 

Fler än 5 gånger 

3-5 gånger 

1-2 gånger 
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7. Under hur många tidigare somrar har du någon gång sett algblomning vid någon strand som du har besökt? * 

Vid fler än 5 tidigare somrar 

Vid 3-5 tidigare somrar 

Vid 1-2 tidigare somrar 

 

8. Har de strandnära algblomningarna du varit med om lett till något besvär eller obehag för dig, familjemedlem eller husdjur, 

eller inte? * 

De har vanligen varit till besvär eller obehag 

De har vanligen inte varit till besvär eller obehag 

De har ibland varit till besvär eller obehag och ibland inte 

 

9. Varför har de strandnära algblomningarna du varit med om lett till besvär eller obehag? * 

Välj ett eller flera alternativ. 

Jag kunde inte bada 

Familjemedlem kunde inte bada 

Husdjur kunde inte bada 

Jag fick klåda 

Familjemedlem fick klåda 

Husdjur fick klåda 

Jag blev sjuk 

Familjemedlem blev sjuk 

Husdjur blev sjukt 

Det var obehagligt att bada 

Det luktar illa 

Det ser obehagligt ut 

Det blir svårare att fiska 

Det går inte att använda vattnet för disk, matlagning, etc. 

Det kladdar / smutsar ned 

Jag avstod från att besöka stranden 

Jag blir orolig för att jag ska bli sjuk 

Jag blir orolig för att familjemedlem ska bli sjuk 

Jag blir orolig för att barn ska bli sjuka 

Jag blir orolig för att husdjur ska bli sjuka 

Jag blir orolig för hur miljön mår 

Annat: 

 

 

10. Varför har de strandnära algblomningarna du varit med om inte lett till besvär eller obehag? * 

Välj ett eller flera alternativ. 

Jag undvek att bada 

Familjemedlem undvek att bada 

Husdjur fick inte bada 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur brukar inte bada 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur hade inte tänkt att bada 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur badade kortare stund än vanligt 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur såg till att duscha efteråt 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur badade på ett ställe på stranden där algblomningen var mindre 

Besökte en annan strand istället 

Gjorde något annat istället 

Algblomningen var inte så omfattande 

Algblomningen var inte närmast stranden 

Algblomningen var ofarlig 

Algblomningar är inget problem överhuvudtaget 

Annat: 

 

11. Har du någon gång sett algblomning till sjöss längs eller utanför den svenska ost- eller sydkusten (inklusive Gotland, Öland 

och andra öar)? * 

Välj ett eller flera alternativ. 

Ja, under 2013 

Ja, tidigare somrar 

Nej 
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12. Hur många gånger under 2013 såg du algblomning till sjöss längs eller utanför den svenska ost- eller sydkusten (inklusive 

Gotland, Öland och andra öar)? * 

Fler än 5 gånger 

3-5 gånger 

1-2 gånger 

 

13. Under hur många tidigare somrar har du någon gång sett algblomning till sjöss längs eller utanför den svenska ost- eller 

sydkusten (inklusive Gotland, Öland och andra öar)? * 

Vid fler än 5 tidigare somrar 

Vid 3-5 tidigare somrar 

Vid 1-2 tidigare somrar 

 

14. Har algblomningarna till sjöss du varit med om lett till något besvär eller obehag för dig, familjemedlem eller husdjur, eller 

inte? * 

De har vanligen varit till besvär eller obehag 

De har vanligen inte varit till besvär eller obehag 

De har ibland varit till besvär eller obehag och ibland inte 

 

15. Varför har algblomningarna till sjöss du varit med om lett till besvär eller obehag? * 

Välj ett eller flera alternativ. 

Jag kunde inte bada 

Familjemedlem kunde inte bada 

Husdjur kunde inte bada 

Jag fick klåda 

Familjemedlem fick klåda 

Husdjur fick klåda 

Jag blev sjuk 

Familjemedlem blev sjuk 

Husdjur blev sjukt 

Det var obehagligt att bada 

Det luktar illa 

Det ser obehagligt ut 

Det blir svårare att fiska 

Det går inte att använda vattnet för disk, matlagning, etc. 

Det kladdar / smutsar ned 

Jag avstod från att åka till sjöss 

Jag blir orolig för att jag ska bli sjuk 

Jag blir orolig för att familjemedlem ska bli sjuk 

Jag blir orolig för att barn ska bli sjuka 

Jag blir orolig för att husdjur ska bli sjuka 

Jag blir orolig för hur miljön mår 

Annat: 

 

 

16. Varför har algblomningarna till sjöss du varit med om inte lett till besvär eller obehag? * 

Välj ett eller flera alternativ. 

Jag undvek att bada 

Familjemedlem undvek att bada 

Husdjur fick inte bada 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur brukar inte bada 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur hade inte tänkt att bada 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur badade kortare stund än vanligt 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur såg till att duscha efteråt 

Jag / familjemedlem / husdjur badade på annat ställe istället 

Besökte ett annat ställe istället 

Gjorde något annat istället 

Passerade bara förbi 

Såg det från passagerar- eller lastfartyg 

Såg det från luften 

Algblomningen var inte så omfattande 

Algblomningen var inte i närheten 
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Algblomningen var ofarlig 

Algblomningar är inget problem överhuvudtaget 

Annat: 

 

 

17. I vilken grad motsätter du dig eller instämmer i följande påståenden? * 

 Jag motsätter mig 

helt och hållet 

Jag motsätter 

mig delvis 

Jag varken motsätter 

mig eller instämmer 

Jag 

instämmer 

delvis 

Jag 

instämmer 

helt och 

hållet 

Vet ej 

Algblomningar är farliga 

för för vuxnas hälsa 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Algblomningar är farliga 

för för barns hälsa 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Algblomningar är farliga 

för för husdjur 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Algblomningar är fula  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Algblomningar är 

naturliga  
o  o  o  o  o  o  

 

18. I vilken grad motsätter du dig eller instämmer i följande påståenden? * 

 Jag motsätter 

mig helt och 

hållet 

Jag motsätter 

mig delvis 

Jag varken motsätter 

mig eller instämmer 

Jag 

instämmer 

delvis 

Jag 

instämmer 

helt och 

hållet 

Vet ej 

Algblomningar är obehagliga  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Det är fler algblomningar nu 

än för 10 år sedan 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Det kommer att vara färre 

algblomningar om 10 år 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Algblomningar har fått mig 

att avstå från att besöka 

stränder 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Jag badar även när det är 

algblomning 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

 

19. I vilken grad motsätter du dig eller instämmer i följande påståenden? * 

 Jag motsätter 

mig helt och 

hållet 

Jag motsätter 

mig delvis 

Jag varken 

motsätter mig 

eller instämmer 

Jag instämmer 

delvis 

Jag instämmer 

helt och hållet 

Vet ej 

Massmedia ger vanligen korrekt 

information om när och var det är 

algblomningar 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Myndigheter ger vanligen korrekt 

information om när och var det är 

algblomningar 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Jag söker ofta själv information om 

när och var det är algblomningar 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Det är lätt att få information om när 

och var det är algblomningar 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Jag är orolig för havsmiljön  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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20. Vad brukar du göra om det är algblomning vid en strand som du besöker eller har tänkt besöka? Svara genom att markera i 

vilken grad du motsätter dig eller instämmer i följande påståenden. * 

 

 Jag 

motsätter 

mig helt och 

hållet 

Jag 

motsätter 

mig delvis 

Jag varken 

motsätter mig 

eller instämmer 

Jag 

instämmer 

delvis 

Jag 

instämmer 

helt och 

hållet 

Vet ej / Ej 

relevant 

Besöker stranden ändå  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Besöker stranden ändå och badar som 

vanligt vanligt 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Besöker stranden ändå men badar 

kortare tid tid eller badar på annat sätt 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Besöker stranden ändå men undviker att 

bada 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Besöker någon annan havsstrand istället  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Besöker någon insjö istället  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Besöker ställe med pool istället  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Gör något helt annat istället  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Försöker få information om hur 

omfattande algblomningen är 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Försöker få information om 

algblomningen är är farlig eller inte 
o  o  o  o  o  o  

Påverkar mig inte på grund av att jag inte 

brukar besöka stränder längs den 

svenska ost- eller sydkusten (inklusive 

Gotland, Öland och andra öar) 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

 

21. Är det något annat du brukar göra om det är algblomning vid en strand som du besöker eller har tänkt besöka? 

Om ja, skriv detta nedan. 

 
 

22. Är du intresserad av att ha tillgång till information om när och var det är algblomning vid stränder? * 

Ja, absolut 

Ja, kanske 

Nej 

 

23. På vilket sätt skulle du helst vilja få tillgång till information om när och var det är algblomning? * 

Mobilapp 

SMS 

Automatisk telefonsvarare 

Personlig telefontjänst 

Särskild hemsida på nätet 

Tidning på nätet 

Sociala media, t.ex. Facebook 

Papperstidning 

Radio 

TV 

Anslagstavlor på t.ex. hotell, campingar, färjor 

Annat sätt: 
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24. Hur långt fram i tiden måste prognoser om algblomning som minst sträcka sig för att de ska vara till nytta för dig? * 

Samma dag 

1 dag framåt 

2 dagar framåt 

3 dagar framåt 

4-5 dagar framåt 

6-7 dagar framåt 

Längre än 7 dagar framåt (skriv önskat antal dagar irutan):  
 

 

 

Att ta fram information och prognoser om algblomningar och göra dem tillgängliga för allmänheten kräver 

finansiering. Tänk dig att: 

* det är möjligt att ta fram rättvisande information om när och vid vilka stränder det är 

algblomning inklusive en prognos på 1 dag framåt 

* Informationen och prognosen görs tillgänglig genom en mobilapp 

* informationen och mobilappen tas fram om det finns tillräckligt stort intresse för detta bland 

allmänheten. 

* du alltså med appen skulle få information och prognos om algblomning vid t.ex. de stränder du brukar 

besöka. 

 

25. Skulle du vara villig att betala något som ett engångsbelopp för att få tillgång till den här informationen och prognosen 

genom en mobilapp? * 

Om du svarar "Ja", ange då också det belopp du maximalt skulle vara villig att betala i svarsrutan. 

Ja (belopp (kr)): 

 

 

Nej, ingenting alls 

 

26. Skulle du använda en sådan mobilapp om den vore gratis? * 

Ja 

Nej 

 

27. Varför skulle du inte använda en sådan mobilapp även om den vore gratis? * 

Välj ett eller flera svarsalternativ 

Jag använder inte appar 

Jag är inte intresserad av information om algblomningar 

Appen måste kunna ge en längre prognos än 1 dag 

Jag skulle föredra att få information på något annat sätt 

Annan anledning: 

 

 

28. Tänk dig att du har bokat en resa till Gotland sommaren 2014, och att du får veta att det kommer att bli en sommar med 

algblomningar som varar flera dagar i sträck vid de flesta stränder på Gotland. Däremot påverkas inte några andra svenska 

stränder. Antag också att resan kan avbokas utan någon avgift. Hur skulle du agera då? * 

Jag skulle absolut resa till Gotland 

Jag skulle kanske resa till Gotland 

Jag skulle troligen avboka resan till Gotland 

Jag skulle absolut avboka resan till Gotland 

 

29. Tänk dig att du har bokat en resa till Gotland sommaren 2014, och att du får veta att det kommer att bli en sommar med 

algblomningar enstaka dagar vid enstaka stränder på Gotland. Däremot påverkas inte några andra svenska stränder. Antag också 

att resan kan avbokas utan någon avgift. Hur skulle du agera då? * 

Jag skulle absolut resa till Gotland 

Jag skulle kanske resa till Gotland 

Jag skulle troligen avboka resan till Gotland 

Jag skulle absolut avboka resan till Gotland 
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30. Är du: * 

Man 

Kvinna 

 

31. När är du född? * 

Skriv med fyra siffror, ex: 1972 

 

 

 

32. Vad är postnumret till din permanentbostad? * 

Skriv postnumret utan mellanslag 

 

 

 

33. Vilken är din anknytning till Gotland? * 

Välj ett eller flera svarsalternativ 

Jag har aldrig besökt Gotland 

Jag bor permanent på Gotland 

Jag har bott permanent på Gotland 

Jag har släkt eller vänner på Gotland 

Jag äger eller har ägt fritidsbostad på Gotland 

Jag hyr eller har hyrt fritidsbostad på Gotland 

Jag arbetar eller har arbetat på Gotland 

Jag är född på Gotland 

Jag brukar besöka Gotland ofta 

Jag har besökt Gotland en gång eller enstaka gånger 

Jag har många barndomsminnen från Gotland 

Annan anknytning: 

 

 

34. Tack för din medverkan! Om du har några synpunkter eller tillägg, skriv dem här. 

P 

100% genomfört 
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Appendix 2 – Data used in analyses 

Table 31. Descriptive statistics 

 Gotland Sweden except Gotland 

Number of observations 210 702 

Mean age 55 55 

Response frequency (%) 34 35 

Gender (% Female) 51 49 

Boat owner   

Yes 54 225 

No 156 471 

Ever observed cyanobacterial blooms on a 

beach  

  

Yes 195 491 

No 15 211 

Perceived the cyanobacterial bloom on the 

beach as a nuisance 

  

Yes 47 55 

Sometimes, sometimes not 45 126 

No 106 306 

Demand for information about where and 

when there are cyanobacterial blooms on 

beaches 

  

Yes 86 206 

Yes, maybe 86 330 

No 38 165 

Preferable way of getting access to 

information about cyanobacterlian blooms  

  

Mobile app 37 109 

SMS 10 33 

Dial-up answering machine 3 4 

Dial-up personal service 0 2 

Specific web page 59 230 

Online magazine 6 15 

Social media, such as Facebook 7 8 

Paper magazine 15 33 

Radio 23 27 

TV 9 55 

Billboards on hotels, campings, ferries etc.  3 18 

Other way 0 2 
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Table 32. Demand for a mobile application 

 Gotland Sweden except Gotland 

Willing to pay for a mobile application    

Yes 39 101 

No 133 434 

Willingness to pay (among respondents 

who are willing to pay) for the mobile 

application (SEK)  

Mean 54 58 

Median 25 20 

Would use the mobile application if it 

was for free 

  

Yes 84 272 

No 53 162 

 

Table 33. Reasons for perceiving cyanobacterial blooms as a nuisance (among respondents who stated that they are 

usually a nuisance or sometimes a nuisance, sometimes not). 

 Gotland Sweden except Gotland 

I couldn’t bathe 68 134 

Family member couldn’t bathe  41 91 

Pet couldn’t bathe  22 46 

I got itches  0 4 

Family member got itches  2 6 

Pet got itches  2 5 

I got sick  0 2 

Family member got sick 3 2 

Pet got sick 1 1 

It was unpleasant to bathe  37 64 

It smells bad  27 59 

It looks unpleasant  54 139 

It is harder to fish  8 21 

I can’t use the water for doing dishes, cooking, etc. 4 36 

It is sticky and soils things  17 40 

I chose not to visit the beach 16 31 

I get anxious of becoming sick  11 31 

I get anxious of family member becoming sick  9 30 

I get anxious of children becoming sick  10 34 

I get anxious of pets becoming sick  12 29 

I get anxious about the state of the environment  34 78 

Other reason 0 4 
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Table 34. Reasons for perceiving cyanobacterial blooms as no nuisance (among respondents who stated that they are 

usually not a nuisance or sometimes a nuisance, sometimes not). 

 Gotland Sweden except Gotland 

I avoided bathing  85 277 

Family member avoided bathing  40 117 

Pet was not allowed to bathe 26 74 

I/family member/pet does not usually bathe 15 23 

I/family member/pet wasn’t going to bathe anyway 9 43 

I/family member/pet bathed for a shorter period than usually 9 11 

I/family member/pet showered afterwards  3 12 

I/family member/pet bathed at a place on the beach with less 

blooms 

14 27 

Visited another area instead  33 70 

Did something else instead  28 90 

The bloom was not so extensive  34 99 

The bloom didn’t reach all the way to the beach 21 50 

The bloom was harmless  13 15 

Cyanobacterial blooms are not a problem at all 7 10 

Other reason 2 12 

 

Table 35. Connection to Gotland 

 Gotland Sweden except Gotland 

Never visited Gotland  0 129 

Lives on Gotland  210 1 

Has lived on Gotland previously  2 6 

Has family and friends on Gotland  33 86 

Owns or has owned leisure house on Gotland  15 8 

Rents or has rented leisure house on Gotland  3 44 

Works or has worked on Gotland  43 20 

Was born on Gotland 50 2 

Visits Gotland frequently  2 47 

Has visited Gotland one or a few times  0 452 

Has many childhood memories from Gotland  24 34 

 

Table 36. Responses to statements on a likert scale (Gotland sample) 

 Disagree Partly 

disagree 

Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Partly 

agree 

Agree Don't 

know 

Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to adults' health 5 22 40 76 53 15 

Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to children's 

health 

3 7 17 60 113 9 

Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to pets 4 3 13 55 125 10 

Cyanobacterial blooms look bad 11 6 24 28 131 7 

Cyanobacterial blooms are natural 22 45 43 59 23 17 

Cyanobacterial blooms are unpleasant 2 12 18 63 111 5 
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Table 37. Responses to statements on a likert scale (Sweden except Gotland sample) 

 Disagree Partly 

disagree 

Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Partly 

agree 

Agree Don't 

know 

Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to adults' 

health 

6 26 134 244 173 119 

Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to 

children's health 

4 12 53 192 344 94 

Cyanobacterial blooms are harmful to pets 4 9 59 165 352 109 

Cyanobacterial blooms look bad 8 19 72 124 424 51 

Cyanobacterial blooms are natural 60 138 156 179 50 113 

Cyanobacterial blooms are unpleasant 8 11 65 215 377 26 

There are more cyanobacterial blooms now 

than 10 years ago 

4 6 103 156 198 235 

There will be fewer cyanobacterial blooms in 

10 years 

61 109 153 43 11 325 

Cyanobacterial blooms have made me refrain 

from visiting beaches 

142 101 157 190 69 43 

I bathe even when there is a bloom 318 129 90 77 36 52 

Media usually provides correct information 

about where and when there are blooms 

13 57 169 198 51 214 

Authorities usually provide correct 

information about where and when there are 

blooms 

4 31 145 230 88 201 

I often seek information about where and 

when there are blooms 

219 122 178 89 30 63 

There are more cyanobacterial blooms now than 10 

years ago 

5 14 33 40 72 47 

There will be fewer cyanobacterial blooms in 10 

years 

31 32 46 13 4 85 

Cyanobacterial blooms have made me refrain from 

visiting beaches 

42 23 39 64 36 7 

I bathe even when there is a bloom 82 36 33 39 14 7 

Media usually provides correct information about 

where and when there are blooms 

8 20 53 66 30 33 

Authorities usually provide correct information 

about where and when there are blooms 

10 15 50 65 30 40 

I often seek information about where and when 

there are blooms 

45 38 50 48 21 8 

It is easy to get access to information about where 

and when there are blooms 

10 32 59 45 26 38 

I am worried about the marine environment 4 3 22 63 111 6 
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It is easy to get access to information about 

where and when there are blooms 

27 88 192 101 37 255 

I am worried about the marine environment 10 17 79 209 353 30 

 

Table 38. Responses to the question “What do you usually do if there is an algal bloom on a beach you are visiting or 

about to visit?” (Sweden except Gotland sample) 

 Disagree Partly 

disagree 

Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Partly 

agree 

Agree Don't 

know 

I visit the beach anyway 91 109 113 210 86 93 

I visit the beach anyway and bathe as usual 330 156 61 51 9 95 

I visit the beach anyway but I bathe during a 

shorter period or in a different way 

258 95 84 123 34 108 

I visit the beach anyway but avoid bathing 89 56 113 172 185 87 

I visit some other beach by the coast 59 49 160 191 132 111 

I visit a lake instead 100 44 114 195 137 112 

I visit a place with a pool instead 199 75 118 99 93 118 

I do something completely different instead 45 45 152 201 148 111 

I try to get information about the extent of the 

bloom 

90 104 153 144 73 138 

I try to get information about whether the 

bloom is harmful or not 

93 81 152 168 81 127 

It doesn't affect me because I usually don't 

visit beaches along the Swedish east or south 

coast 

253 77 120 78 81 93 
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Appendix 3 - Significance tests 
Table 39. A generalized linear model with a Poisson error evaluating differences between the total number of 

respondents for each answering alternative in scenario 1, Sweden except Gotland sample. Residual df 0, n=4.  

Most common response Least common response Estimate SE z p 

Probably cancel Absolutely cancel 1.4392  0.1640 8.776  <0.001 *** 

Perhaps travel Absolutely cancel 1.8685 0.1584  11.795 <0.001 *** 

Absolutely travel Absolutely cancel  1.7990  0.1592  11.302 <0.001 *** 

Perhaps travel Probably cancel  0.42924  0.09225 4.653 <0.001 *** 

Absolutely travel Probably cancel   0.3597 0.09355 3.846  0.00012 *** 

Perhaps travel Absolutely travel  0.0694 0.08338  0.833  0.40475 

Travel (perhaps and absolutely) Cancel (absolutely & probably)  0.87547   0.07683 11.39 <0.001 *** 

 

Table 40. A generalized linear model with a Poisson error evaluating differences between the total number of 

respondents for each answering alternative in scenario 2, Sweden except Gotland sample. Residual df 0, n=4. 

Most common response Least common response Estimate SE z p 

Probably cancel Absolutely cancel  0.8267 0.4532  1.824 0.0681 .  

Perhaps travel Absolutely cancel  3.4657  0.3838  9.029  <0.001 *** 

Absolutely travel Absolutely cancel   4.2963  0.3805 11.290 <0.001 *** 

Perhaps travel Probably cancel  2.6391  0.2588  10.198 <0.001 *** 

Absolutely travel Probably cancel  3.4696  0.2539  13.667 <0.001 *** 

Absolutely travel Perhaps travel 0.8305 0.08006  10.374 <0.001 *** 

Travel (perhaps and absolutely) Cancel (absolutely & probably) 2.2472 0.1191 18.88 <0.001 *** 

 

Table 41. A generalized linear model with a Poisson error evaluating differences between the total number of 

respondents for each answering alternative in scenario 1, Gotland sample. Residual df 0, n=4. 

Most common response Least common response Estimate SE z p 

Probably leave Absolutely leave  1.4663  0.6405  2.289  0.0221 *  

Maybe stay Absolutely leave  1.4663  0.6405  2.289 0.0221 *  

Absolutely stay Absolutely leave  4.0999  0.5821  7.043 <0.001 *** 

Maybe stay Probably leave  1.017e-15  3.922e-01  0.000  1.0000 

Absolutely stay Probably leave  2.634e+00  2.871e-01 9.172 <0.001 *** 

Absolutely stay Maybe stay  2.634e+00  2.871e-01  9.172 <0.001 *** 

Stay (absolutely and maybe) Leave (absolutely and probably) 2.4953 0.2601 9.593 <0.001 *** 

 

Table 42. A generalized linear model with a Poisson error evaluating differences between the total number of 

respondents for each answering alternative in scenario 2, Gotland sample. Residual df 0, n=4. 

Most common response Least common response Estimate SE z p 

Probably leave Absolutely leave  23.69 42247.17 0.001 1.000 

Maybe stay Absolutely leave  24.61  42247.17 0.001 1.000 

Absolutely stay Absolutely leave  27.58 42247.17 0.001 0.999 

Maybe stay Probably leave  0.9163  0.5916  1.549  0.1214 

Absolutely stay Probably leave 3.8918 0.5051 7.705  <0.001 *** 

Absolutely stay Maybe stay  2.9755  0.3242 9.178  < 0.001 *** 

Stay (absolutely and maybe) Leave (absolutely and probably) 3.9416 0.5048  7.808 < 0.001 *** 

 


